
Perfection from any angle.



Perfection from any angle.
Less than 3.5 kg. 180° flexibility. 100% comfort.

Years of development and a determined focus on ergonomics and usability have resulted in the lightest, and first, 
brushless electric random orbital wall and ceiling sander on the market, the Mirka® LEROS. This unique tool has 
features like no other comparable sander on the market.

Technical specifications Mirka® LEROS 950CV

Code MIW95020BAAN 

Power input 350 W 

Voltage mains supply 220 - 240 Vac 

Speed 4,000–8,000 rpm 

Orbit 5.0 mm  

Noise level LpA 84 dB  

Vibration level 2.5 m/s2 

Weight 3.5 kg

Size of pad 225 mm

Dust system Central vacuum ready

Long Electric Random Orbital Sander



180° flexible 225 mm sanding head
The flexible sanding head enables the tool to easily follow the operator’s 
movements allowing ergonomic working positions. The surface is easily 
reached from different angles with the flexible head.

Lightweight, only 3.5 kg
The Mirka® LEROS is the lightest wall and ceiling sander on the market 
allowing the user to sand with less fatigue over longer periods.

5 mm random orbital movement
The random orbital movement enables easy handling of the tool resulting in 
a superior finish. This means fewer interruptions due to fatigue and less 
re-work, saving time and money. 

Dual suction full force system 
The lack of springs and brushes combined with dual suction means there 
is no need to press the tool against the wall when sanding with the Mirka® 
LEROS. Instead the complete force is transferred to the sanding head 
removing the weight from the user's hands, reducing fatigue.

Brushless motor
The brushless motor reduces the weight of the tool significantly and allows a 
more compact design. With no need to change carbon brushes there is less 
downtime and extended tool life.

Dust-free sanding
To enable efficient dust-free sanding the shroud has two suctions points and  
a 225 mm pad that is optimised for Abranet® sanding discs. Saving time and 
money, and providing a cleaner and healthier work environment.

180°



Combine the Mirka® LEROS with Mirka's dust-free net abrasives - Abranet®, and suitable dust extraction systems to create a cleaner 
and healthier working environment. Full range of Mirka® abrasives available.
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www.mirkaaustralia.com.au

Mirka® LEROS comes in a  
cardbord box with a storage 
bag included. 
 
Product code
MIW95020BAAN

ACCESSORIES 

MIN6519411
Hose 27 mm x 4 m + Connector

MIW9514611
Interface for Mirka LEROS  
1/Pack

MIW9588011
Extension Shaft  LEROS

1300 745 536
sales@tenaru.com.au

AUTHORISED DISTRIBUTOR

MIW9564311
Backing Pad 225 mm Grip


